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Wi-Fi Adapter Plate for Cisco Air Patch Antenna
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CISCO-ADAPL - ANT5160NP-R
Tessco SKU 529259
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CISCO-A2566 - ANT2566P4W-R
Tessco SKU 574960
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CISCO-ADAPS - ANT5160NP-R
Tessco SKU 575740

Wi-Fi Adapter Plate for Cisco AIR-ANT2566D4M Antenna
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CISCO2566D4M-W
Tessco SKU 553852

Wi-Fi Adapter Plate for Meraki Access Points (APs)
Manufacturer Part No. VN180176
Tessco SKU 231728

Wi-Fi Adapter Plate in White for Cisco AIR-ANT2566P4W-R Antenna
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CISCO-A2566-W
Tessco SKU 518506
Low Profile Antenna Mount
Manufacturer Part No. TW-LOW-MOUNT-2x2
Tessco SKU 281307

Wi-Fi Articulating Mount - Medium Strength, Universal
Manufacturer Part No. TW-ART-MOUNT-MS
Tessco SKU 506048

Wi-Fi Articulating Mount - High Strength, Universal
Manufacturer Part No. TW-ART-MOUNT-IS
Tessco SKU 511425

Wi-Fi Articulating Mount
Manufacturer Part No. TW-IART-MOUNTT - INDUSTRIAL
Tessco SKU 565992

Wi-Fi Articulating Mount - Universal
Manufacturer Part No. TW-ART-MOUNTT-B - BLACK
Tessco SKU 387391

Manufacturer Part No. TW-ART-MOUNTT-W - WHITE
Tessco SKU 377750

Manufacturer Part No. TW-ART-MOUNTT - SILVER
Tessco SKU 384807
**Wi-Fi Right Angle Wall Bracket with Lid for Aruba APs**
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CHWM-ARUBA
Tessco SKU 564911

**Wi-Fi Right Angle Wall Bracket with Lid**
Manufacturer Part No. TW-HWM-C-CVR
Tessco SKU 521473

**Wi-Fi Right Angle Wall Bracket**
Manufacturer Part No. TW-HWM-C-NC
Tessco SKU 538527

**Right Angle Bracket for NEMA Enclosures**
Manufacturer Part No. VN179860
Tessco SKU 282607

**Wi-Fi Right Angle Wall Mount with AP Cover**
Manufacturer Part No. V-HWM-11113H-C - CLEAR
Tessco SKU 512162

Manufacturer Part No. V-HWM-11113H-W - WHITE
Tessco SKU 542163

**Wi-Fi Right Angle Wall Mount with Large AP Cover**
Manufacturer Part No. V-HWM-12124-C - CLEAR
Tessco SKU 593890

Manufacturer Part No. V-HWM-12124-W - WHITE
Tessco SKU 583889
Wi-Fi Right Angle Wall Mount with AP Cover for Cisco 4800 & 9100 Series, and Aruba 515 & 535

Manufacturer Part No. WM-L&DAPCVRC - CLEAR
Tessco SKU 283133

Manufacturer Part No. WM-L&DAPCVRW - WHITE
Tessco SKU 209987

Wi-Fi Hanging Conduit Mount

Manufacturer Part No. TW-HC-MNT
Tessco SKU 211234
Wi-Fi T-Bar Bracket for Aruba 500 Series APs
Manufacturer Part No. TW-ARB-TBRKT
Tessco SKU 276080

Wi-Fi Ceiling Tile Bracket for Aruba APs
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CTBRKT-515 - Aruba 515
Tessco SKU 235400
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CTBRKT-535 - Aruba 535
Tessco SKU 271825
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CTBRKT-555 - Aruba 555
Tessco SKU 295708

Wi-Fi Ceiling Tile Bracket for Cisco APs
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CTBKTS-3802 - Cisco 2802i/3802i
Tessco SKU 207950
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CTBRKT-4800 - Cisco 4800
Tessco SKU 211993
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CTBRKT-9115 - Cisco 9115
Tessco SKU 299648
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CTBRKT-9117 - Cisco 9117
Tessco SKU 211807
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CTBKTS-9120 - Cisco 9120
Tessco SKU 223620
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CTBRKT-9130 - Cisco 9130
Tessco SKU 243764

Wi-Fi Above Ceiling Tile Mounting Bracket
Manufacturer Part No. TW-AC-BKT
Tessco SKU 381545

Wi-Fi Above Ceiling Tile Mounting Bracket with Adjustable Height
Manufacturer Part No. TW-AC-BKT-L
Tessco SKU 365882
Wi-Fi AP Mounting Plate for Above Ceiling Mounting Bracket

Manufacturer Part No. TW-AC-PLATE
Tessco SKU 355412
Co-locating Mounts for Access Points & Antennas

Two Antenna Wi-Fi Co-locating Mount Bracket
Manufacturer Part No. TW-BKT-2ANT
Tessco SKU 298415

Single-Axis Universal Co-locating Mount for Cisco 9100 & Aruba 500 Series APs
Manufacturer Part No. TW-SINGLEAXIS
Tessco SKU 229741

Wi-Fi Co-Locating Mount for RPSMA APs and Co-Located Ventev & Aruba Antennas
Manufacturer Part No. TW-HD-RPSMACOLO
Tessco SKU 293261

Wi-Fi Co-Locating Mount with I-Beam Clamps for Cisco 2800/3800 APs and Wi-Fi Antennas, Single-Axis
Manufacturer Part No. TW-COLO-1-CLAMP
Tessco SKU 201891

Wi-Fi Co-Locating Mount for Cisco 2800/3800 APs & Wi-Fi Antennas
Manufacturer Part No. TW-COLOMOUNT-2 - DUAL AXIS
Tessco SKU 243706
Manufacturer Part No. TW-COLOMOUNT-1 - SINGLE-AXIS
Tessco SKU 212382

Wi-Fi Co-Locating Mount with Two Strong Arm Mounts for Cisco 3802e APs
Manufacturer Part No. TW-KIT-TACLSAM1 - 10"
Tessco SKU 252983
Manufacturer Part No. TW-KIT-TACLSAM2 - 18"
Tessco SKU 232001
Single-Axis Conduit Universal Co-Location Mount for Cisco 9100 Series and Aruba 500 Series APs
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CONCOLOMNT-MUL
Tessco SKU 220125

Single-Axis I-Beam Universal Co-Location Mount for Cisco 9100 Series and Aruba 500 Series APs
Manufacturer Part No. TW-IBCOLOMNT-MULT
Tessco SKU 235131

Single-Axis Co-Locating Mount for Meraki APs
Manufacturer Part No. TW-COLOMOUNT-MER
Tessco SKU 294263
Wi-Fi Ceiling Tile Mount for Ruckus CBRS Q410 and Wi-Fi R510
Manufacturer Part No. IDCN-Q410-R510
Tessco SKU 287016

Wi-Fi Ceiling Tile Mount for Cisco 2800i/3800i APs
Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-3802
Tessco SKU 236834

Wi-Fi Beveled Ceiling Tile Mount Enclosure for Cisco 2800i/3800i APs
Manufacturer Part No. TW-CTEN-2X2-3802B
Tessco SKU 545134

Wi-Fi Ceiling Tile Mount with Interchangeable Door for Aruba APs
Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-303 - ARUBA 303
Tessco SKU 284851
Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-305 - ARUBA 305
Tessco SKU 285680
Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-315 - ARUBA 315
Tessco SKU 237377
Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-325 - ARUBA 325
Tessco SKU 298124
Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-335 - ARUBA 335
Tessco SKU 232704
Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-345 - ARUBA 345
Tessco SKU 299044
Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-515 - ARUBA 515
Tessco SKU 202138
Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-535 - ARUBA 535
Tessco SKU 260003
Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-555 - ARUBA 555
Tessco SKU 227210
Wi-Fi Ceiling Tile Mount with Interchangeable Door
with Universal AP Cover

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-12124C - CLEAR
Tessco SKU 242602

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-12124W - WHITE
Tessco SKU 215062

Wi-Fi Ceiling Tile Mount with Interchangeable Door for Cisco APs

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-1852i - CISCO 1852i
Tessco SKU 214477

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-3802 - CISCO 2802i/3802i
Tessco SKU 236834

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-4800 - CISCO 4800
Tessco SKU 280726

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-9115 - CISCO 9115
Tessco SKU 213045

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-9117 - CISCO 9117
Tessco SKU 284932

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-9120 - CISCO 9120
Tessco SKU 264865

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-9130 - CISCO 9130
Tessco SKU 299615

Wi-Fi Ceiling Tile Mount with Interchangeable Door for Meraki APs

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-MR33 - MERAKI MR33
Tessco SKU 235831

Manufacturer Part No. ID-CTEN-MR45 - MERAKI MR45
Tessco SKU 229939

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-CTEN-MR5253 - MERAKI MR52/MR53
Tessco SKU 253451

Manufacturer Part No. ID-CTEN-MR55 - MERAKI MR55
Tessco SKU 265328
HARD LID CEILING MOUNTS

FOR ACCESS POINTS

Wi-Fi Hard Lid Ceiling Flush Mount for APs
Manufacturer Part No. TW-HCEN-FLP
Tessco SKU 219135

Wi-Fi Hard Lid Ceiling Flush Mount for Cisco & Aruba APs
Manufacturer Part No. TW-HCEN-FL
Tessco SKU 216874

Wi-Fi Hard Lid Ceiling Flush Mount with T-Bar Mounting Plate
Manufacturer Part No. TW-HCEN-FL-TBAR
Tessco SKU 234195

Wi-Fi Hard Lid Ceiling Mount for Cisco APs
Manufacturer Part No. TW-HCEN-3802 - CISCO 2800i/3800i
Tessco SKU 545132
Manufacturer Part No. TW-HC-1142A - CISCO 1142/3502i/3602i
Tessco SKU 306866

Wi-Fi Hard Lid Ceiling Mount with Interchangeable Door & AP Cover
Manufacturer Part No. ID-HCEN-12124C - CLEAR
Tessco SKU 252971
Manufacturer Part No. ID-HCEN-12124W - WHITE
Tessco SKU 224358

Wi-Fi Hard Lid Ceiling Mount with Interchangeable Door for Meraki APs
Manufacturer Part No. ID-HCEN-MR52/53 - MERAKI MR52/MR53
Tessco SKU 296681
Manufacturer Part No. D-HCEN-MR33 - MERAKI MR33
Tessco SKU 274391
Manufacturer Part No. D-HCEN-MR42 - MERAKI MR42
Tessco SKU 264101
Wi-Fi Hard Lid Ceiling Mount with Interchangeable Door for Cisco APs

Manufacturer Part No. ID-HCEN-3702 - CISCO 2700i/3700i
Tessco SKU 298933

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-HCEN-1852i - CISCO 1852i
Tessco SKU 256802

Manufacturer Part No. ID-HCEN-3802 - CISCO 2800i/3800i
Tessco SKU 284868

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-HCEN-4800 - CISCO 4800
Tessco SKU 209176

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-HCEN-9117 - CISCO 9117
Tessco SKU 200952

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-HCEN-9115 - CISCO 9115
Tessco SKU 227325

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-HCEN-9120 - CISCO 9120
Tessco SKU 244346

Wi-Fi Hard Lid Ceiling Mount with Interchangeable Door for Aruba APs

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-HCEN-303 - ARUBA 303
Tessco SKU 265303

Manufacturer Part No. ID-HCEN-305 - ARUBA 305
Tessco SKU 203053

Manufacturer Part No. ID-HCEN-315 - ARUBA 315
Tessco SKU 231707

Manufacturer Part No. ID-HCEN-325 - ARUBA 325
Tessco SKU 285936

Manufacturer Part No. ID-HCEN-335 - ARUBA 335
Tessco SKU 208441

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-HCEN-345 - ARUBA 345
Tessco SKU 212982

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-HCEN-515 - ARUBA 515
Tessco SKU 228255

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-HCEN-535 - ARUBA 535
Tessco SKU 255910

Manufacturer Part No. V2-ID-HCEN-555 - ARUBA 555
Tessco SKU 296107
Small Form Factor I-Beam Mount for APs
Manufacturer Part No. VNV-SFFIB-AP
Tessco SKU 211659

I-Beam Low Profile Mount
Manufacturer Part No. TW-IBEAM-MNT-AP
Tessco SKU 520385

Wi-Fi 1/4” Beam Clamp - Industrial
Manufacturer Part No. TIBEAMCLAMP
Tessco SKU 306544

Wi-Fi Patch Antenna Bracket for I-Beam Warehouse Mounts
Manufacturer Part No. TW-IBEAM-ANT-PDL
Tessco SKU 520049

I-Beam Industrial Mount
Manufacturer Part No. TW-IBEAM-MNT-ENCL
Tessco SKU 520384

Wi-Fi Strong Arm Mount for Directional Antennas
Manufacturer Part No. TW-ARTMNT-10SAM - 10”
Tessco SKU 287936
Manufacturer Part No. TW-ARTMNT-18SAM - 18”
Tessco SKU 220743
Wi-Fi I-Beam Spring Mount

Manufacturer Part No. TW-IBEAM-2544-MNT - CISCO ANT2544V4M-R
Tessco SKU 519254

Manufacturer Part No. TW-IBEAM-2547-MNT - CISCO ANT2547VG-N
Tessco SKU 540745

Manufacturer Part No. TW-IBEAM-MOUNT - TERRAWAVE
Tessco SKU 519253
Extension Bracket
Manufacturer Part No. VN170551
Tessco SKU 262460

Saddle Bracket
Manufacturer Part No. VN171603-0001
Tessco SKU 502799

3" Pole Mount Kit for 10"/12" Wide Enclosures
Manufacturer Part No. TWPMK-10-12-UNIV
Tessco SKU 303580

2" Pole Mount Kit for 16" Wide Enclosures
Manufacturer Part No. TWPMK-16-UNIV
Tessco SKU 339837